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The essential record book for firearm dealers and collectors.Designed with the specific requirements

of firearm dealers, collectors, and buyers in mind, Skyhorse Publishingâ€™s Firearms Acquisition

and Disposition Record Book is the perfect log for tracking firearm purchases and sales. Approved

by the ATF, the log satisfies the ATF requirement that firearm dealers keep a bound book recording

their firearm acquisitions and gives enough space for each entry to be logged neatly and correctly,

making it easy to read and easy to record. The log gives space for the caliber of firearm, serial

number, price, and manufacturer, among other basic information, for both firearm acquisitions and

dispositions. Also included is a space for the National Criminal Instant Background Check System,

or NCIS, number, something that you wonâ€™t find in other log books.With space for over one

thousand entries and professionally done with hardbound covers and lots of entry space, this book

is durable enough to be the long-lasting log that suits any firearm dealer, from large retailers to

smaller dealers. Protect yourself and your shop by putting your trust in Skyhorseâ€™s Firearms

Acquisition and Disposition Record Book.Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of

books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns,

target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair,

and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting,

wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs,

and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national

bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by

other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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A little more detail than what the ATF requires for tracking firearms but it follows the same format

that ATF requires and is very nice record book. The additional fields of information really helps an

FFL track inventory from acquisition to sale or transfer. I hardly ever give a 5 star rating!

Has all the basic information I will need to record for my C&R license transactions. In fact, the

number of pages included is more than I will probably ever use for the rest of my life. Would have

been nice to have some internal pockets, but it will definitely serve its purpose.

perfect for our company needs and it meets all the regulations for the US Federal Government. I

would have liked a picture of the pages though as I was nervous purchasing it without being sure of

what was on the pages.

does not provide sufficient info entry space for name and address. Very disappointing

What's there to say, my ATF inspector looked at it and said he liked it. He said the spot for "notes"

was something he hadn't seen very often and that it comes in handy. It's not built like a tank but it

should hold together until we're all forced to keep records on a ATF cloud server. Three star build

quality. Four stars for the layout.

Nicely made and laid out. Needed a better book for tracking my C&R acquisitions and personal

firearms. Good price for a nicely made hard-bound record book. Has everything I need for

acquisitions and dispositions.

this book was very poorly manufactured...the cover came apart within weeks of me buying it...the

pages had the appropriate headings and it was functional...just poorly constructed

Is pretty nice - and price is better than the Book Factory AD books.Will have to see how the cover

wears over time vs. just having a spiral bound AD book.
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